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Q1: Who can apply? 

A1: Applicants must be either member of one of the clusters in the GALATEA consortium, established 

or with a branch office in the GALATEA territorial scope; France, Greece, Poland, Romania, and Spain. 

Only european SMEs can apply for funding. The SME applicants must comply with the following EU SME 

definition and must be innovative European SMEs from the Maritime (port, ship, shipyard, maritime 

surveillance), ICT, Aerospatial, Aeronautic sectors wishing to submit proposals related to Blue Growth. 

You can check if you are an SME by using the SME self-assessment tool. 

Q2: What are TRL levels? 

A2: TRL level indicates the technology readiness level. Referring to Annex G of the General Annexes to 

the Horizon 2020 Work Programme 2018 – 2020, technology readiness levels are defined as follows:  

TRL 1 – basic principles observed 

TRL 2 – technology concept formulated 

TRL 3 – experimental proof of concept 

TRL 4 – technology validated in lab 

TRL 5 – technology validated in relevant environment (industrially relevant environment in the case of 

key enabling technologies) 

TRL 6 – technology demonstrated in relevant environment (industrially relevant environment in the case 

of key enabling technologies) 

TRL 7 – system prototype demonstration in operational environment 

TRL 8 – system complete and qualified 

TRL 9 – actual system proven in operational environment (competitive manufacturing in the case of 

key enabling technologies; or in space) 

Q3: Is there a maximum amount (in euro) to be granted for each company? 

A3: The maximum amount to be granted per SME shall not exceed €60.000,00 even in the case of 

multiple granted vouchers under GALATEA. In the case of the Development & Technology Transfer 

voucher, applicants can benefit from grants up to 20.000,00€. In the case of the Prototyping and Large-

Scale Demonstrator vouchers, SMEs applying as a consortium can benefit from grants up to 60.000,00€ 

each. 

Q4: Can a SME apply for several vouchers? 

A4: Each interested SME may submit ONLY ONE proposal per call and benefit from only one voucher 

per call. In case of multiple submissions by the same SME, all submissions will be automatically rejected. 

Q5: Can large companies join? 

A5: A SME can apply together with other innovation actors (universities, research centres, public 

authorities, large companies, etc.) for vouchers in a single application. However, those other actors 

cannot be beneficiaries of a voucher. The 60.000,00€ limit includes the costs of participation of the 

innovation actors SMEs bring in their application. 

https://ec.europa.eu/growth/smes/business-friendly-environment/sme-definition_en
https://ec.europa.eu/growth/smes/business-friendly-environment/sme-definition_en
https://ec.europa.eu/growth/tools-databases/SME-Wizard/smeq.do;SME_SESSION_ID=uIOCfcMtipm2dEAY0qJ8VBHdgB8fCuDw2MNBXrihTZhj-Zt1pM7m!555877462?execution=e1s1
https://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/data/ref/h2020/other/wp/2018-2020/annexes/h2020-wp1820-annex-ga_en.pdf
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Q6: What is a lump sum? 

A6: Successful proposals shall receive the requested financial contribution in the form of a lump sum.  

A lump sum is a fixed amount of money that the beneficiaries will receive for the implementation of 

their project without foreseeing the delivery of a detailed financial reporting and timesheets. However, 

it is necessary to provide an explanation in the application on how the lump sum will be used including 

a clear budget proposal (personnel, subcontracting, travels, equipment and consumables). The use of 

the project budget will be controlled considering the technical advancements by the technical 

reviewers. The final technical evaluation will assess the coherence of the spent budget with the 

achieved results.  

Please refer to Section 3.2.1 of the Terms and Conditions Guide of Applicants. 

Q7: If we apply as a consortium, and the consortium includes at least one eligible SME, is the entire 

consortium eligible? 

A7: To be eligible for the Prototyping and Large-Scale Demonstrator vouchers, the proposal must be 

submitted by a consortium of at least 2 SMEs, both in compliance with the GALATEA eligible criteria.  

In the case of a consortium, funding will be on SME level – meaning that each eligible SME will be paid 

directly and as such only the SME that fulfils all eligibility criteria will receive funding. 

Members of the consortium that are not SME and that do not meet the criteria “member” or “territorial 

scope” can still participate in the consortium. Their contributions to the project will not be funded by 

GALATEA but can be subcontracted by eligible beneficiaries if needed.  

Q8: Is it possible to charge consumables within a Development and Technology Transfer voucher? 

A8: Only the listed expenses per voucher are fundable. If consumables are not listed, then they are not 

eligible costs. 

Q9: Is there a limitation in the number of other innovation actors participating in an application? 

A9: There is no limitation in the number of innovation actors participating in an application; however, 

only SMEs are eligible for a voucher. 

Q10: Is equipment an eligible cost category? 

A10: Yes, it is for the Prototyping and Large-scale demonstrator vouchers, but only depreciation costs 

for equipment that is relevant for the success of the project and only for the real time used in the project 

lifetime. 

Q11: Can Universities/ Academic institutions receive funding via the GALATEA project? Can the 

consortium be made of an SME and a university? 

A11: A SME can apply together with other innovation actors (universities, research centres, academic 

institutions, large companies, etc.) for vouchers in a single application. However, those actors cannot 

be beneficiaries of a voucher. The 60.000,00€ limit (Prototyping and large-scale demonstrator vouchers) 

includes the costs of participation of the innovation actors SMEs bring in their application. Universities/ 

Academic institutions can be part of a consortium but are not eligible for funding. Only european SMEs 

are eligible for funding through a Voucher 
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Q12: Is a newly registered Start-up eligible to apply? 

A12: Yes, supporting new innovative companies without any audited accounts yet is in line with the 

project’s aim. The only requirement is to have a valid V.A.T number. 

Q13: Who will sign the Sub-Grant Agreement? Only the coordinator or all eligible consortium members 

as well? 

A13: The Sub-Grant Agreement will be signed by the Contractor (GALATEA cluster partner) and the 

SME that is being awarded a voucher. In case of a consortium, each SME will sign a Sub-Grant 

Agreement. 

Q14: Is it compatible for an SME to ask for a service in parallel to a voucher? 

A14: Yes, SMEs can apply for both a voucher and services. SMEs can only apply for only one voucher 

per call but for as many services as they want. The Call for Services is open until Sept. 30th 2022, 17:00 

CET.  

Q15: Can the categories of costs covered by each voucher change?  

A15: The categories of costs that are covered by each voucher cannot be changed. Should the 

applicant need to execute other costs, it would have to finance them with funds not coming from the 

GALATEA voucher. 

Q16: Is it a requirement for the Prototyping and Large-scale demonstrator vouchers to have minimum 

2 SMEs from different sectors as partners? 

A16: Yes, both for the Prototyping and Large-scale demonstrator vouchers, the cross-sectoral aspect 

should be fulfilled; minimum TWO (2) SMEs from different sectors [Maritime (port, ship, shipyard, maritime 

surveillance), ICT, Aerospatial, Aeronautic sectors]. 

Q17: Does the programme already have a list of service providers?  

A17: No, GALATEA does not provide a list of service providers. Please contact your SME contact point 

(Annex 1 in the Terms and Conditions Guide of Applicants) for further support.  

Q18: Is the programme open to a France-based SME working on a new cybersecurity solution for IoT? 

Such as security for maritime traffic or logistics use case. 

A18: Yes, this SME is eligible according to the GALATEA Terms and Conditions Guide of Applicants. 

Q19: Can project expenses be incurred before the project starting date? 

A19: Only costs generated during the lifetime of the project can be eligible. Period of costs’ eligibility is 

from the project’s starting date until the project’s end date as described in the Sub-grant Agreement. 

Q20: Which type(s) of staff costs are eligible? 

A20: Please refer to the respective section of the Model Grant Agreement for H2020 funded projects 

(page 47 here). 

Q21: As the voucher is considered a grant can it be used to also cover the VAT costs attached to the 

services the SME receives?  

https://galatea.fundingbox.com/
https://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/data/ref/h2020/grants_manual/amga/h2020-amga_en.pdf
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A21: No, the voucher does not cover VAT. Budget indications in the application should not include VAT 

costs. 

Q22: In case of applications enclosing two or more SMEs, is it allowed that they are in the same GALATEA 

region? 

A22: Yes, it is possible as a one (1) nationality consortia is allowed. However, cross-border consortia are 

favoured and will receive a bonus of +5% during the evaluation process. 

Q23: We are already receiving funds under Horizon 2020 in another EU funded project. Are we still 

eligible for funding from the GALATEA scheme? 

A23: Yes, as long as you do not receive funding for the same project actions since this would be 

considered double funding, which is against the H2020 rules. 

Q24: If the application is granted, is a GALATEA consortium agreement template available for the 

financially supported SME and its partner(s)? 

A24: No, there will be no consortium agreement template, beneficiaries are allowed to choose the 

consortium agreement model that they wish. We advise you to use the DESCA model which is the 

suggested model for projects funded by the EC.  

Q25: Would it be possible that a SME allocates part of its funding to the other SME in the project through 

subcontracting costs? 

A25: A SME cannot be both a voucher beneficiary and a subcontractor at the same time. It is against 

the Horizon 2020 rules. Participating SMEs which are considered as partners within a consortium will both 

directly receive the grant. More generally, refer to the Horizon 2020 programme article 13.1 “Rules for 

subcontracting action tasks” for further information on subcontracting rules. 

Q26: A consortium formed by 2 SMEs: one from Romania and one from France, both IT companies, is 

eligible for a total of 120.000-euro project? 

A26: No, a consortium of 2 ICT companies is not eligible as the consortium must be intersectoral (2 SMEs 

from 2 different sectors). If one of the ICT SMEs is active/ experienced in the Maritime sector, then the 

consortium is considered eligible. Regarding the budget, it is correct to say that 2 SMEs from 2 different 

sectors may benefit from up to 60.000€ each (up to 60.000€ per SME). 

Q27: How many SMEs can participate in a proposal and what is the maximum project budget allowed 

under the Prototyping voucher? 

A27: At least 2 SMEs from 2 different sectors must be involved in a proposal. Please note that cross-

border partnership is favored by +5% during the evaluation process. Moreover, other entities 

(universities, research centers, academic institutions, large companies etc.) can be part of the 

consortium but will NOT receive any funding from the GALATEA project. 

Each participating SME will receive a maximum grant of 60.000.00€ within this voucher. There is no 

maximum budget per project.  

Q28: What is the available budget for this call? Is there a maximum number of partners or maximum 

budget allowed? 

https://www.desca-agreement.eu/archives/
https://webgate.ec.europa.eu/funding-tenders/opportunities/content/article-13-%E2%80%94-implementation-action-tasks-subcontractors_en
https://webgate.ec.europa.eu/funding-tenders/opportunities/content/article-13-%E2%80%94-implementation-action-tasks-subcontractors_en
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A28: The available budget for the GALATEA Voucher Call#2 is €968.348,75. There is no limit to the 

number of SMEs forming a partnership, as long as they follow all the requirements. Thus, there is no limit 

to the amount of budget to be granted to a consortium. 

Q29: After reading the eligibility conditions (specifically points 2 and 4) we are not sure if we are eligible 

for this call because of the kind of company we are and the fact of not being members to the clusters 

mentioned. Could you clarify this for us? 

A29: Only innovative european SMEs can apply for funding under the GALATEA project. Each applicant 

must be an innovative SME from the Maritime (port, ship, shipyard, maritime surveillance), and / or ICT, 

and / or Aerospatial, and / or Aeronautic sectors.  

SMEs can form a consortium with other innovation actors such as universities, research centers, public 

authorities, large companies, etc. However, those actors will not benefit from GALATEA funding.  

The Call is open to members of one of the clusters in the GALATEA consortium, entities established or 

with a branch office in the GALATEA territorial scope (France, Greece, Poland, Romania, and Spain). 

Q30: Should consortia be made between companies from different countries? 

A30: The consortium must be composed of 2 european SMEs from 2 different sectors. It is not mandatory 

that they are from 2 different countries. However, the transnational aspect is largely favoured during 

the evaluation process (+5%). 

Q31: Do both or one of the SMEs need to be active as described in Annex 1? 

A31: Both applicants must be either member of one of the clusters in the GALATEA consortium, 

established or with a branch office in the GALATEA territorial scope; France, Greece, Poland, Romania, 

and Spain. Please refer to the Guide for Applicants to make sure you are validating the territorial scope 

requirement. 

Q32: What are "external services" expressed as eligible expenses? Is it the same as Call for Services? 

A32: External services are costs incurred externally to the SME’s activity. For example the hiring of an 

external expert to conduct feasibility study, market study, business plan, data management plan, etc. 

Each GALATEA voucher covers external services costs. 

The Call for Services is part of the GALATEA Innovation mechanism support. There are four services 

thought of as tailored expertise delivered by experts from the GALATEA clusters. The aim is to help 

applying SMEs in perfecting their business plan, in finding adequate application of their technology to 

the various markets of the blue economy, in diffusing their solution to new businesses or in submitting 

proposal to suitable funding schemes.  

The GALATEA Call for Services is open until September 2022, 17h CET, application are to be made 

online: https://galatea-services.fundingbox.com/ 

Q32: Is it possible to be present in more than one Consortium?  

A32: :  Each interested SME can only apply for ONLY ONE proposal per call and benefit from only one 

voucher per call, but for as many services as they want per call. In case of multiple submissions by the 

same SME, all submissions will be automatically rejected. 

https://galatea-services.fundingbox.com/
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Q33: Does "prototyping" voucher includes 60k EUR for a project or for an SME? Is the maximum budget 

for 2 SMEs in the consortium 120k EUR? 

A33: In the case of the Prototyping and Large-scale demonstrator vouchers, SMEs applying as a 

consortium can benefit from grants up to 60k € each. Thus, a consortium formed by 2 SMEs is eligible to 

receive up to 120k€ in total.  

Q34: Does the open call limit for financial support from all similar calls of 100K apply? 

A34: There is no limit to the number of SMEs forming a partnership, as long as they follow all the 

requirements. Thus, there is no limit to the amount of budget to be granted to a consortium. A 

consortium of 2 european SMEs can receive up to 120k€, 3 european SMEs can receive up to 180k€ 

etc. 

Q35: Is there a maximum number of SMEs that can form a consortium? 

A35: There is no limit to the number of european SMEs forming a partnership, as long as they follow all 

the requirements. Thus, there is no limit to the amount of budget to be granted to a consortium. 

Q36: Does the consortium need to be made of at least 2 companies from different countries? Can they 

be from the same country? 

A36: For Prototyping and Large Scale Demonstrator voucher at least 2 european SMEs from 2 different 

sectors (Maritime, ICT, Aerospace) have to be involved in a proposal. A consortium can be formed by 

2 SME from the same country. However please note that, since GALATEA is a European project, cross 

border partnership is favoured by +5% during evaluation process. 

Q37: Is there a leader of consortium? For a consortium a leader sends an application? How the funding 

is transferred in the consortium? 

A37: When applying for a Voucher through the online platform, one SME has to fill-in the application 

form for the whole consortium. This SME will be registered as PP1 (project partner 1), other partnering 

SMEs will be identified as PP2, PP3 etc. This registration system is only for administrative purpose, in reality 

this can differ.  

The application is to be filled-in and send online via our dedicated platform: 

https://galatea.fundingbox.com/ . Application close on December 8th, 17h CET.  

If eligible for a GALATEA funding, each partner of the consortium will sign a sub-grant agreement with 

its cluster regional contact point. Once the contract signed, the regional contact point will proceed to 

transfer the first instalment of the funding within 1month after the signature. 

Q38: Is this call funding compatible with other region/state funding? 

A38: Yes the GALATEA funding is compatible with other funding. The GALATEA lump sum is awarded 

based on an evaluation of your application, which must meet GALATEA criteria. Thus the call for 

funding can help you develop a technological component of a larger project. 

Q39: I would like to know if the funding rate for the open call is 100% and if there are overheads.  

A39: The GALATEA open call offers a 100% funding rate in the form of a lump sum.  

If successful, the payment scheme goes as follows: Voucher 1: 50% pre-financing when signing the 

contract, 50% after validation of a final report;  Voucher 2 and 3:  40% pre-financing, 30% after 

validation of a mid-term report, 30% after validation of a final report. 

https://galatea.fundingbox.com/
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Overhead costs are not covered by the GALATEA grant. For a successful applications, eligible expenses 

are : Voucher 1 : External services ; Voucher 2 and 3 : Direct personnel cost, other direct costs and 

external services. 

 


